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who does not seem to feel that he is in God's presence, or who,
if he does, has none of that subdued air which is so appropriate
to sinners standing before God, has a vital want. How can we
expect to conduct our people into God's presence if we do not
enter it ourselves, or to lead them to stand in awe before Him
if our own air is that of self-satisfied indifference?

The undertone of contrition need not hinder the right ex
pression of that gladness and serene satisfaction which the
experience of God's grace is fitted to bring. Our confidence
indeed will be all the greater, that we can draw the line so
clearly between our deserts and God's grace---can say, " Thou
wast angry with us, but thine anger is turned away, and thou
comfortest us."

It may be useful, with equal brevity, to advert to some of the
most common faults in public prayer.

One of these is excessive length. Nothing is more clearly
shown by experience than the impossibility of continuing to,
join heartily in very long prayers. For people to throw them
selves into the current of another man's devotions involves a
great mental effort, and in proportion to the greatness of the
effort is their liability to fatigue. It is quite certain that
attention cannot be given beyond a certain point, and when
attention fails devotion ends. Whitefield is said to have
remarked to an excellent minister, whose prayer was unreason
ably long, "You prayed me into a good frame, and you prayed
me ont of it." A minister is not, of course, to have regard to
the outcry of every worldly-minded person who sighs for short
prayers, short sermons, short services, and, as some one pro
posed to add, short religion in general. But if it be the case
that from five to ten minutes is the longest period during which
the average capacity of a congregation can join in prayer,
let him accommodate himself to their capacity, and if more
time for prayer should be deemed necessary, let him rather
increase the number of praye!s than lengthen out any to an
undue degree. It is to be observed that long prayers are not
the usual characteristic of a very vital condition of Christianity,
but rather of a time when formal services are substituted fur
true spiritual worship. .

Another evil to be avoided is inaccurate quotation. We
mean, of course, quotation from Scripture, for hardly any other
quotation is endurable in public prayer. How many erroneous
quotations, as from Scripture, have become stereotyped, and

,are reproduced by minister aftor minister taking them up
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